Consider a requester who wishes to crowdsource a series of identical binary labeling tasks from a pool of workers so as to achieve an assured accuracy for each task, in a cost optimal way. The workers are heterogeneous with unknown but fixed qualities and moreover their costs are private. The problem is to select an optimal subset of the workers to work on each task so that the outcome obtained from aggregating labels from them guarantees a target accuracy. This problem is challenging because the requester not only has to learn the qualities of the workers but also elicit their true costs. We develop a novel multi-armed bandit (MAB) mechanism for solving this problem. We propose a framework, Assured Accuracy Bandit (AAB), which leads to an adaptive, exploration separated MAB algorithm, Strategic Constrained Confidence Bound (CCB-S). We derive an upper bound on the number of exploration steps which depends on the target accuracy and true qualities. We show that our CCB-S algorithm produces an ex-post monotone allocation rule which can be transformed into an ex-post incentive compatible and ex-post individually rational mechanism that learns qualities of the workers and guarantees the target accuracy in a cost optimal way.
Introduction
Consider a company that provides financial advice to a series of clients on whether to invest in a particular security or not. In order to provide such advice to each client, the company has a pool of financial consultants. Gathering the opinion of as many consultants as possible and aggregating their opinions (for example, using majority voting) increases the probability of providing a high accuracy advice, however, it also entails increased costs. The company has two conflicting business requirements, firstly to keep the costs low, and secondly, to provide an advice that meets a minimum threshold accuracy. The individual financial consultants have heterogeneous but unknown skill sets (qualities) and their costs are typically private information. Since the consultants are strategic, they might report higher costs for their services. On the other hand, to meet an accuracy threshold, the company needs to learn the qualities of the consultants. The problem addressed in this paper is motivated by such real world problems that are quite common in the settings of crowdsourcing and expert-sourcing.
As an abstraction to such problems, we consider a series of binary labeling tasks. Consider a setting where the requester has a pool of workers with different qualities which are unknown. In addition, the costs of the workers are their private information and thus can be strategically misreported. As a design objective, the requester, given the noisy labels from the set of workers, requires that the final outcome obtained by aggregating the labels from the selected workers achieves a certain target accuracy. The target accuracy parameter provides a handle on the tradeoff between cost and accuracy. A high value of target accuracy increases the probability of getting the right answer but at the same time it may call for a larger number of workers to be commissioned which can raise the costs. Therefore, the requester can choose a suitable target accuracy as per the task sensitivity at hand. In a nutshell, the goal of the requester is to select a subset of workers to achieve a desired accuracy level of the aggregated label for each task with minimum cost, at the same time giving the right incentives to the workers so that they report their costs truthfully.
In the non-strategic machine learning version of the problem, the costs are known or equivalently, the workers report costs truthfully. The requester has to select an efficient set of workers so as to minimize the costs while learning the qualities. Though the requester can learn the qualities of the workers over a period by observing their performance on similar tasks, overusage of the workers may incur significant costs. Thus, the requester faces a dilemma of exploration (where he has to learn the qualities of the workers) versus exploitation (where he has to choose the workers optimally based on learnt qualities). A natural solution to this problem can be designed using techniques developed for the multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem [3] . However, an important challenge in our settings is, we need to ensure the accuracy constraint which in turn depends on unknown qualities. Thus, there is a need to develop a new framework to address the problem.
An interesting challenge arises when the costs of the workers are private and the strategic workers try to manipulate the learning algorithm by mis-reporting their costs so as to benefit themselves. We refer to this as strategic version of the above problem, where we have the additional task of eliciting the true costs using a suitable mechanism. If qualities were known, a natural way to ensure truthfulness is to use the benchmark VCG (Vickery-Clarke-Groves) mechanism. Since qualities are not known and need to be learnt, a VCG mechanism cannot be applied directly [6] . Thus, we need to solve two problems simultaneously. In short, we need to marry techniques from machine learning with game theory that would ensure truthful behaviour of the workers while learning the qualities. Often such mechanisms are referred as Multi-Armed Bandit Mechanisms or simply MAB mechanisms [6, 5, 13, 25] .
Learning qualities in non-strategic settings as above has been proposed in [28] using MAB techniques, [19] proposed a primal dual technique whereas [24] proposed an expectation maximization (EM) based algorithm for the same. However, none of these works addresses the game theoretic setting as in our paper.
Contributions
The above discussion clearly highlights the need for designing a new framework for the problem of selecting cost optimal, strategic workers so as to achieve a target accuracy. Hence there is a need for a quality assuring mechanism that would select a cost-optimal subset of workers, whose qualities are unknown and costs are private information. This paper fills this important research gap for binary labeling tasks by modeling this problem in the multi-armed bandit framework. We propose a new framework for such problems, which we call an Assured Accuracy Bandit (AAB). We consider two versions of this problem: (1) non-strategic version where the costs are known and the qualities of the workers have to be learnt and (2) strategic version where the costs are to be truthfully elicited as well. In particular, the following are our contributions in this paper.
• We propose a novel framework, Assured Accuracy Bandit (AAB), in which we formulate an optimization problem, where the goal is to minimize the cost subject to the constraint that error probability is below a certain threshold level with respect to true qualities for a binary labeling task. As pointed out above, we consider two versions of AAB.
Non-Strategic Version
• In this setting, we design an adaptive exploration separated algorithm, which we call, Non-Strategic Constrained Confidence Bound (CCB-NS).
• Though the true qualities are not known, our algorithm makes sure that the constraint is satisfied with high probability (Theorem 4.1).
• We provide an upper bound on the number of exploration steps for a given problem that depends on the target accuracy and true qualities (Theorem 4.2).
Strategic Version
• In the strategic version of this problem where workers may not report their costs truthfully, we present an elegant modification of the algorithm CCB-NS which we call strategic constrained confidence bound (CCB-S) and prove that the allocation rule provided by CCB-S is ex-post monotone (Theorem 5.2) in terms of cost.
• Given this ex-post monotone allocation rule, we adapt the techniques from [5] to design an ex-post truthful and ex-post individually rational mechanism (Corollary 5.3).
We extend the theory of MAB mechanisms in a novel way to design an ex-post incentive compatible and ex-post individually rational mechanism for this setting. MAB mechanisms are popular in sponsored search auctions which are forward auctions. We extend the work to crowdsourcing in particular to our model which belongs to a reverse (or procurement) auction setting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first mechanism that learns qualities of strategic workers who have costs as private information.
Organization
The paper is organized as follows. We present a summary of relevant work in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide a general formulation of the problem. Next, we present our model in two different stages. First, we discuss the non-strategic model in Section 4 and next in Section 5, we discuss the strategic version using mechanism design. Future work and conclusions are provided in Section 7.
Related Work
First, we describe the state of the art pertaining to improving accuracy of predicted answer by learning qualities of workers. We will then look into the mechanism design literature in crowdsourcing. Our setting is more general as it involves both learning and mechanism design. MAB mechanisms provide a natural solution in such setting. We then review some of the MAB problems and MAB mechanism design literature.
Learning in Crowdsourcing
Ho et. al. [19] considered a very similar setting as of ours where an assured quality needs to be satisfied for each task. However, uniform and known cost of the workers are assumed and a specific error probability function is taken into consideration. We address heterogeneous setting with costs being privately held by strategic workers and we work with general error probablity function rather than a specific error probability function with weighted majority as in theirs.
Abraham et. al. [1] consider a setting where a certain accuracy is required to be met for a given micro-task. The authors considered the problem of aggregating answers in a sequential way until a certain accuracy is achieved. Homogeneous workers are assumed in a cluster and thus the goal is to select a single optimal crowd for a single task. In a general setting, their assumption of a crowd having sufficient number of homogeneous quality workers may not hold. Our setting is more general where a subset of optimal workers (arms) needs to be selected with heterogeneous qualities at one go for a given micro-task and thus the problem maps to multiple pull multi-armed bandit problem. A similar approach of improving quality of answers while minimizing the cost is considered by Karger et al. [21] where the final answer is predicted using a low rank approximation method. Work by [24] considers learning a classifier while learning the qualities of the workers using EM [12] algorithm. In a similar line of work, Viappiani et al. [29] consider a Bayesian approach to learn the class label by taking noisy observations from experts. However, the models proposed in [29, 12, 24] work well experimentally, there are no analytical guarantees on the predicted outcome. Tran-Thanh et al. [28] present an algorithm for efficient selection of workers based on MAB algorithms by formulating a knapsack problem. For each task, a single non-strategic worker is selected as opposed to our work where subset selection of strategic workers is considered. However, to enhance the accuracy of binary labeling tasks, multiple noisy answers are needed from the workers. Though the literature addresses how to learn the quality of workers, none of the above paper addresses the challenge in meeting the target accuracy on each task and does not consider strategic version where costs can be misreported by the workers.
Mechanism Design in Crowdsourcing
Various works on mechanism design in crowdsourcing involve designing pricing strategies with online workers. Babaioff et al. [4] use an MAB mechanism to determine an optimal pricing mechanism for a crowdsourcing problem having homogeneous qualities within a specified budget (known as bandits with knapsack). Work by Singla and Krause [27] assumes costs to be private information and proposes a posted price mechanism to elicit true costs from the users using MAB mechanisms while maintaining a budget constraint. Other works involving mechanism design in online procurement auctions are considered in [7, 26] . The work in [4, 27, 7, 26 ] considers homogeneous quality workers as opposed to heterogeneous quality of ours. Our setting is more general where an auction mechanism is considered to elicit heterogeneous costs from the workers.
Work by Garg et al. [16] and Bhat et al. [8] considers cost of the workers to be public and qualities to be private strategic quantity of the workers. Another line of work involves incentivizing people to work with their true qualities, when qualities are privately held by the workers [30] in peer prediction markets whereas [10] analyze corwdsourcing tasks as winner take it all auctions in game theoretic settings. They assume that only one worker gets paid and do not try to learn the qualities over period.
Current literature either proposes a posted price mechanism or addresses the problem of eliciting qualities. Our work is more general where we learn the qualities over a period of time, at the same time eliciting true costs.
MAB Algorithms
A rich body of literature is available on the MAB problem. We are concerned with the stochastic MAB setting, where rewards of each arm are fixed but unknown. A recent survey by Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi [9] compiles various variations on stochastic and non-stochastic MAB problem. The closest setting as ours is considered by Shipra Agrawal and Nikhil Devanur [2] where a general bandit problem with concave rewards and convex constraints is solved. Our problem is more general, as the constraints need not be convex. Moreover, the constraint is satisfied on an average in [2] as opposed to our work, where the constraint needs to be satisfied at each round. The probably Approximately Correct (PAC) learning framework for single pull and multiple pull MAB is considered by Even Dar et al. [15] and by Kalyanakrishnan et al. [20] respectively. Our learning algorithm may appear closely related to the PAC learning setting. However, the solution obtained from PAC algorithms is approximately correct with high probability after arms are pulled for a certain number of rounds, which depends on the provided approximation factor and confidence. In our setting, the goal is to select an optimal set with high probability since a constraint needs to be satisfied with respect to stochastic qualities. The combinatorial MAB problem introduced by Chen, Wang, and Yuan [11] is relevant to our work, however, they deal with an unconstrained setting. A constrained MAB problem for single pull is discussed by Ding et. al. [14] , where each arm is associated with random rewards and the goal of the algorithm is to maximize the reward such that total cost which is also stochastic in all rounds does not exceed budget but the constraint is on overall rounds instead of each round.
MAB Mechanisms
Multi-armed Bandit mechanisms in the forward setting, in particular, in sponsered search auction are recent advancements that combine the area of MAB problems and mechanism design. The important result provided by [6, 13] says that any deterministically truthful MAB mechanism must be exploration separated i.e. allocation in the learning phase should not depend on the bids and thus the regret of any such algorithm is at least O(T 2/3 ) where T is the total number of rounds. Work in [17, 25] extends the result to multiple pull multiarmed bandits i.e. to the case of multiple slot sponsored search auction. The techniques developed in these papers cannot be adopted to our setting because 1) workers need to be paid in spite of their failure as opposed to the setting where payment is made only if there is a success 2) ours is the constrained multi-armed bandit setting as opposed to the setting of traditional multi-armed setting where a subset of best arms is selected without constraints. Also note that, ours is a reverse auction setting as opposed to the forward auction in the existing literature on MAB mechanisms. Babaioff et al. [5] design a general procedure which takes any monotone allocation rule as input and converts it into a randomized truthful mechanism which implements the input allocation rule with high probability and requires evaluation of the input allocation rule exactly once. As an application of this transformation, an MAB mechanism that is ex-post incentive compatible and ex-post individual rational with regret of O(T 1/2 ) is proposed. In our current work, we use this transformation and propose an ex-post monotone allocation rule in the case of a reverse auction in a constrained multi-armed bandit setting.
Our very preliminary results appeared as [18] as an extended abstract. However, this paper is significantly more general. Only a particular error probability function was considered in [18] to ensure target accuracy. In this paper, we consider a class of error probability functions satisfying monotonicity and bounded smoothness properties which we define later.
The Model
Let N be the set of n crowdsourcing workers, who are available for completing T similar crowdsourcing tasks. Each agent or worker i has an associated quality q i ∈ [0.5, 1], which represents the probability of giving the correct answer by him. By similar tasks, we mean that each worker's quality is same for all the tasks. We assume that the workers are not spammers and their quality of service is at least 0.5. The quality of any worker i is assumed to be independent of the qualities of the other workers. There is a cost c i ∈ [0, 1] associated with each worker that can be reported strategically by the workers. Without loss of generality, we assume that costs of the workers lie between 0 and 1. Let 1 − α be the target accuracy (α is the threshold level) provided by the requester that determines the tradeoff between cost and accuracy to be achieved for a particular task. We consider binary classification tasks where labels are either zero or one. Our model is summarized in Figure 1 .
Notations are summarized in Table 1 . The error on a task with inputs from workers depends on the qualities of the workers and the rule to aggregate these answers. We abstract this as error probability function which we describe in the following subsection.
Error Probability Function
Let f S (q) be any function that represents the measure of error probability (1 − f S (q) represents the accuracy) when set S is selected with quality profile q = (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n ). The problem we seek to solve in this paper involves minimizing the cost at the same time satisfying the constraint that f S (q) < α where (1 − α) is the target accuracy. Depending on aggregation rules and the requester requirements, different error probability function can exists. Our framework and solution approach is general which works with any error probability function that satisfies following properties:
Properties of an error probability function
• Monotonicity: f S (q) is said to be monotone if for all quality profiles q and q such that
that is increase in quality of each worker can only increase the accuracy or decrease the error probability.
• Bounded smoothness: f S (q) satisfies bounded smoothness property if there exists a monotone continuous function h such that if
This property ensures that effect in accuracy with slight perturbation in quality is bounded by a continuous function h.
These properties are similar to the properties satisfied by the reward function in [11] and are satisfied by various error probability functions. Next, we give certain examples of error probability functions that satisfy the properties of monotonicity and bounded smoothness when majority voting is used as an aggregation rule. Note that, the algorithm is general enough to incorporate any aggregation rule and any error probability function if monotonicity and bounded smoothness properties are satisfied.
Examples of error probability functions
Let S be the selected set with players {1, 2, . . . , s} with quality profile q, such that q 1 ≤ q 2 ≤ . . . ≤ q s to whom we assign the task t. For notational convenience, we drop t and letỹ i be Noisy label from i th worker for task t y t (S)
Vector of noisy labels of set Ŝ y t
Predicted label for task t n i,t
Number of times worker i is selected till t number of tasks q i
True quality of worker i q Quality vector (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n )
Estimated quality of worker i till t number of taskŝ q
Upper confidence bound (UCB) on q i till t number of taskŝ q
Lower confidence bound (LCB) on q i till t number of tasks c i
True cost of worker i c −i
Cost vector of all the workers except i (c 1 , c 2 , . . . ,
Reported cost of worker i S * Optimal set with respect to true qualities S t Selected set for task t f S (q) Error probability function of S with q ∆ Separation of f S (q) from α for all set i.e. |α − f S (q)| > ∆ ∀S C Cost incurred when constraint is not satisfied R Reward given when constraint is satisfied the noisy label that we get from the player i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} andỹ(S) = {ỹ 1 ,ỹ 2 , . . . ,ỹ s } be the vector of noisy labels from worker's set S. Then, the predicted labelŷ when majority voting rule is used as an aggregation rule is given by:
1) Probability of most likely outcome that leads to an error is given by [18] :
where
where, the last equality comes from the fact that P (ŷ = y|y,ỹ(S)) can be either zero of one asỹ(S) is fixed and P (ỹ(S)|y)) is maximum when lower half quality workers make mistake in which case predicted labelŷ = y. Instead of satisfying the constraints with respect to P (E S(q) ), one can satisfy the constraint with respect to the quantityP (E S(q) ) which is given as:
Note that f S (q) satisfies monotonicity as well as bounded smoothness property with
2) Average probability of error is given by [22] :
P (E S (q)) = P (y = 1)P (ŷ = −1|y = 1) + P (y = −1)P (ŷ = 1|y = −1)
Let us now focus on P (
(By Hoeffding's inequality) Similarly, it can be shown that:
Again, one can verify that function f S (q) is monotone and satisfies bounded smoothness property.
From the above two examples we see that, f S (q) can be made to satisfy both the assumption of monotonicity and bounded smoothness. Now, We describe our framework in which the optimization problem is posed.
Assured Accuracy Bandit (AAB) Framework
Recall that, a task t ∈ {1, . . . , T } needs to be completed with assured accuracy provided by the requester with optimal cost in a sequential fashion. Thus, for each task t, the goal of the requester is to select a set of workers S t , such that the error probability function is less then the threshold level. At the same time, the requester has to make sure that the tasks are completed or accomplished optimally in terms of costs. Hence for each round t, we need to solve the following optimization problem.
where the qualities of the workers are not known a priori and hence need to be learnt by giving tasks repeatedly to the workers. Also, solving the optimization problem, the requester has to make sure that the constraint in (2) is satisfied with respect to the true qualities with high confidence. We initially select large number of workers so as to meet the accuracy with respect to the true qualities and then move towards selecting the optimal set of workers once enough confidence is gained. We refer this novel framework as Assured Accuracy Bandits.
Regret in AAB Framework
Performance of any MAB algorithm is typically measured by the regret it achieves. Regret in an MAB framework is defined to be the reward difference between the learning algorithm and the optimal algorithm. We will see later that our algorithm is designed in such a way that for each task t, constraint given by (2) is satisfied with probability (1 − µ), where µ is the confidence parameter that can be set by the requester. Thus we can define regret of an algorithm A if the constraint is satisfied as:
S t is the set selected by the algorithm A for task t S * is the optimal set with known qualities
Since the constraint for each task is satisfied with probability (1 − µ), we can also bound the total expected regret by:
whereC is the cost that is incurred by the requester if constraint fails to satisfy.
Assumptions
Here, we summarize the assumptions we make in our model.
• We consider series of binary classification tasks as an abstraction to our problem. However, the results can be easily generalized.
• We assume that the error probability function satisfies the assumptions of monotonicity and bounded smoothness. These assumptions are very natural and are satisfied by most of the error probability functions.
• We assume that the true label is observed once the task is completed. To motivate this assumption, we recall the trading example given in introduction section where the company and the clients can realize the true label by the end of the day, for example, in intraday trading.
• We assume that if all workers are selected, then the constraint is always satisfied with respect to true qualities. Thus, if qualities are only partially learnt, then the algorithm can select the complete set and satisfy the constraint. This is equivalent to saying that there are enough number of workers.
• The reward R which the requester gets for satisfying the constraint and the costC he incurs for not satisfying the constraint are such that it is always beneficial for the requester to satisfy the constraint. This is true in a natural way in typical applications where a heavy penalty may be incurred for providing a wrong answer.
Related MAB Algorithms
There are various MAB algorithms for different related settings. Here we list the two general and most relevant algorithms for our setting.
The UCB Algorithm
The UCB algorithm proposed by Auer et al. [3] works for classical MAB problem where only one arm needs to be pulled at every time. This algorithm maintains an upper confidence bound (hence the name UCB) on each arm which depends on its empirical reward as well as on the exploration factor to give the arm enough number of pulls. The algorithm achieves the regret of O(lnT ) and it is the best possible regret that can be achieved. One extension to the multiple pull setting is to pull the arms in the increasing order of their upper confidence bound.
The CUCB Algorithm
CUCB algorithm [11] works for more general framework where a set of arms are selected with combinatorial rewards. At each time, a subset of arms are pulled and reward of all the selected arms are revealed. The algorithm works for general non linear reward functions as long as monotonicity and bounded smoothness properties are satisfied by the reward functions. The general idea of the algorithm is to select the subset such that the reward is maximized with respect to the upper confidence bounds of all the arms similar to UCB algorithm where a single arm was selected with highest upper confidence bound. The CUCB algorithm achieves a regret of O(lnT ) The next section describes the non strategic version of the problem where we assume that costs are public knowledge. Note that, we can bound the overall regret by bounding the number of rounds in which the algorithm selects a sub-optimal set S t i.e. C(S t ) > C(S * ). We call such rounds non-optimal rounds. Note that, if C(S t ) = C(S * ), then we get zero regret for those rounds with probability (1 − µ). We then propose an algorithm called Non-Strategic Constrained Confidence Bound (CCB-NS) which selects a constant number of such bad rounds with high confidence. We then provide a modified algorithm Strategic Constrained confidence bound (CCB-S) that for the strategic case.
Non-Strategic Version
In this setting, our goal is to learn the qualities of the workers while assuming costs to be publicly known. We solve a general optimization problem given by Equation (2) with unknown qualities which can only be learnt over a period of time. Since workers obtain their label according to the true qualities (though unknown to them), the constraint should be with respect to true qualities. Since these qualities are unknown to the requester, he has to make sure that the constraint is satisfied with high probability.
In our approach, we maintain an upper confidence bound on qualities similar to UCB algorithm [3] . Adapting techniques from [11, 2] , the optimization problem is solved using upper confidence bound. This step ensures that the workers not far from optimal set are selected by the algorithm. However, the selected set though satisfying the constraint with respect to upper confidence bound, may fail to satisfy the constraint with respect to true qualities. Thus, we cannot directly return the same solution. The main idea of our algorithm is to maintain the lower confidence bounds also which provide lower bounds on true qualities with high confidence. And the selected set is checked for the constraint with respect to lower confidence bound. If constraint is not satisfied with respect to lower confidence bound, workers are added to the selected set to satisfy the constraint with respect to lower confidence bound. We now present the non strategic version of constrained confidence bound algorithm (CCB-NS) that satisfies the constraint at each round with high probability.
CCB-NS Algoirthm
The CCB-NS algorithm (presented in Algorithm 1) works on the principle of the UCB algorithm [3] and ensures that the constraint in (2) is satisfied with high confidence µ. Input to the algorithm is parameter α, the target accuracy (which is assumed to be same for all tasks), number of tasks T , number of workers n, and confidence level µ with which constraint in (2) is satisfied. Output of the algorithm will be the subset S t and predicted labelŷ t for each task t. The predicted labelŷ t is decided based on an aggregation function (AGGREGATE) such as majority voting or weighted majority etc. of noisy labels collected from the set S t . Initially all the workers are selected to have some estimate about the qualities (Step 1). Their noisy labels are aggregated and a label is predicted. Next, the algorithm observes the true label and updates the mean quality estimates, upper confidence and lower confidence bounds. Let n i,t denotes the number of times i th worker is assigned the task and c i,t denotes number of times he has provided the correct label till t number of tasks. Similar to the UCB algorithm [3] , algorithm maintains upper confidence and lower confidence bounds on qualities. These bounds are given as follows:
By Hoeffding's inequality one can prove that true quality q i lies betweenq − i (t) andq + i (t) with probability 1 − µ n for any task t and for any worker i. Since true qualities of the workers lie between [0.5, 1], we initializeq + i (t) andq − i (t) by 1 and 0 respectively. In the algorithm, we representq i ,q + i andq − i to be the estimates till t number of tasks for convenience. For the remaining tasks, the optimization problem is first solved with respect to the upper confidence bound. The optimal worker set for task t is denoted by S t . Since the constraint might not be satisfied with respect to true qualities, algorithm then checks if selected set also satisfies constraint with respect to lower confidence bound (Step 7), if it satisfies the algorithm simply returns the set S t for all the future rounds and this is in fact the optimal set S * with probability at least 1 − µ (Lemma 4.1). Thus for the remaining rounds, the algorithm simply returns the same set (Step 16) and labelŷ t accordingly. If the constraint is not satisfied then a minimal set of workers is added to the selected set so as to satisfy the constraint with lower confidence bound (Step 8). If no set satisfies the constraint with lower confidence bound, the algorithm simply returns the complete set N . By our assumption that complete set N satisfies the constraint with respect to true qualities, we can assume that the constraint is being satisfied with respect to true qualities even though it is violated with respect to the lower confidence bound. Finally, the vectorsq,q + ,q − are updated (Steps 10).
We first see that the algorithm CCB-NS satisfies the constraint at each round with high probability.
Note that by Hoeffding's inequality, for each i,q − i ≤ q i ≤q + i with probability 1− µ n . Thus, by the union bound we have, ∀i ∈ Nq − i ≤ q i ≤q + i with probability greater then 1 − µ. For brevity of notations, in the rest of the paper we will useq − ≤ q ≤q + to represent ∀i ∈ Nq
Theorem 4.1 CCB-NS satisfies the constraint in Equation 2 with probability at least 1-µ at every round t.
Proof:
• By our assumption that if all players are selected, the constraint is always satisfied, thus, in the rounds in which all players are selected, the constraint is satisfied.
• Now, if set S t is returned by CCB-NS, then f S t (q − ) < α =⇒ f S t (q) < α with probability 1 − µ (By monotonicity.q − ≤ q with probability at least 1 − µ)
We now show that once the constraint in Step 7 is satisfied then the set S t opt = S * with probability at least 1 − µ. For simplicity, in the rest of the paper, we assume that there exists a unique optimal set S * , though the results can be easily generalized to the case where there are multiple optimal sets. Lemma 4.1 Set S t * returned by the CCB-NS algorithm is an optimal set with probability (w.p) at least 1 − µ. That is, C(S t * ) = C(S * ) w.p 1 − µ Proof: Let t * be the round in which CCB stops exploring. At t = t * ,
• f S * (q + ) < α with probability 1 − µ by monotonicity property
• Let S t * be the set of workers selected by CCB-NS. As CCB-NS solves the optimization problem 2, 
Observe true label y t 10 ∀i ∈ S t , n i,t = n i,t + 1, c i,t = c i,t + 1 ifỹ i = y t ,q i = c i,t /n i,t ,
Break \\Goto Step 15 15 for t = t * + 1 to T do 16 S t = S t * ,ŷ t = AGGREGATE(S t ) \\Exploit AGGREGATE function aggregates the noisy labelsỹ s and outputs a predicted outcomeŷ. M IN IM AL function returns a minimal set of workers such that the constraint is satisfied with respect to lower confidence bound on qualities.
Regret Analysis of CCB-NS
In this section, we aim to bound the number of exploration rounds for the CCB-NS algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. We also note that the proof technique is entirely different for our setting compared to [11] , because we bound the number of rounds the algorithm takes to reach to the optimal solution. We begin with definitions of some notions that we will be using for our proof.
Definition 4.1 (Non-optimal Subset) We say that at round t, a set S t selected by the algorithm is non-optimal subset, if S t = S * Definition 4.2 (Non-optimal Round:) We say a round t is non-optimal round if selected set S t is not the optimal set S * Definition 4.3 (∆-Separated Property:) We say that q satisfies ∆-Separated property with respect to threshold α if ∃∆ > 0 such that, ∆ = inf S⊆N |f S (q) − α|. That is, for no set of workers, S, has probability of error
Note that the value of ∆ is typically unknown to the requester since qualities are unknown. However, our algorithm does not require the value of ∆ beforehand. We will show that the number of exploration steps depends on the value of ∆, and thus, CCB-NS is adaptive exploration separated. We now bound the number of exploration steps.
then for any task t 1. for all sets S = S * , f S (q) > α =⇒ f S (q + ) > α with probability 1 − µ 2. f S * (q − ) < α with probability 1 − µ
• By Hoeffding's inequality,q
• By union bound,q + − q ≤ h −1 (∆) with probability 1 − µ
• By bounded smoothness property, |f S (q + ) − f S (q)| ≤ h(h −1 (∆)) ≤ ∆ with probability 1 − µ.
• Similarly, ∀S ⊆ N , |f S (q − ) − f S (q)| ≤ ∆ with probability 1 − µ
Lemma 4.3 If a non-optimal set S t is selected for task t then there exists a worker i ∈ S t such that n i,t ≤ 2 (h −1 (∆)) 2 ln( 2n µ ) with probability 1 − µ Proof: A non-optimal subset S t could be selected in two ways:
, both the conditions are violated and thus non-optimal subset is not selected.
Theorem 4.2
The number of non-optimal rounds by the CCB-NS algorithm is bounded by 2n (h −1 (∆)) 2 ln( 2n µ ) with probability 1 − µ.
Proof:
• Lemma 4.1 shows that CCB-NS exploitation rounds are optimal rounds • A new parameter u i,t is associated with each worker. Whenever a set S t is selected then, u i,t = u i,t + 1 s.t i ∈ S t and i = arg min
• Every time a non-optimal subset S t is selected, u i,t of only one worker is updated with lowest value of u i,t so far, such that i ∈ S t . Thus, u i,t ≤ n i,t ∀i ∈ N ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T }
• Thus, from Lemma 4.3, the number of exploration rounds is bounded by
Hence the theorem follows.
We now present the strategic version in the next section and see how the CCB-NS algorithm can be modified in a simple way so as to satisfy desirable game theoretic properties. We start by first defining the model in game theoretic setting. We then present the CCB-S algorithm and derive the regret bounds. Finally, we show that the allocation rule provided by the CCB-S algorithm is ex-post monotone and hence results in ex-post incentive compatible and ex-post individually rational mechanism.
Strategic Version
Here, instead of knowing the cost of each worker before hand, we ask the costs and design the payment scheme so that it is in the best interest of every agent to report her true cost. We start by defining the valuations and utility functions of the requester and the workers. Then we show that the algorithm CCB-S presented above is ex-post monotone in terms of worker's cost and thus, the approach from [5] can be used to design the payments scheme so as to form an ex-post incentive compatible and ex-post individually rational mechanism in our setting.
The Model
Denote the true cost of a worker i by c i and the reported cost byĉ i . Valuation of a worker i is given by v i = −c i . For convenience, we will denote the requester as agent 0 and valuation of requester on allocating task to the set of workers S is given by:
where, f S (q) is the error probability function that satisfies the properties of monotonicity and bounded smoothness and 1 − α is the target accuracy. Here, R denotes the reward that the requester gets for satisfying the constraint andC is the cost he incurs if the constraint in Equation 2 is not satisfied. Note that the requester is not considered to be strategic. Social welfare W (S) is given by the sum of valuation of all the agents if set S is selected:
The focus of this work is to impose the constraint as a hard constraint. And, thus R andC are designed in such a way that for all tasks t completing task with given accuracy yields more social welfare compared to the case where it fails to maintain the given accuracy. Thus,
A mechanism M is denoted by the pair (A, P), where A is the allocation function and P is the payment function which depends on the reported cost profileĉ and the learnt quality profileq. We work in a quasi-linear setting where utility of every agent is given by:
Since there is randomness involved in our algorithm due to learnt qualities, let us first define every possible random seed. The random variables are the noisy labels that are provided by the workers and can affect the learnt qualities and thus the allocation rule (or the length of the exploration phase).
Definition 5.1 (Success Realization) A success realization is a matrix ρ ∈ {0, 1, −1} n×T .
We now review some of the desirable properties that mechanism M should satisfy: Definition 5.2 (Truthfulness) A mechanism M = (A, P) is said to be truthful if reporting true valuations is a dominant strategy for all the workers. That is, ∀i ∈ N ,
Definition 5.3 (Interim Individual Rationality) A mechanism M = (A, P) is said to be individually rational for a worker if participating in the mechanism always gives him positive utility. That is, ∀i ∈ N ,
An important characterization for truthful mechanisms provided by Myerson [23] states that for a mechanism to be truthful, the allocation rule should be monotone in terms of reported bids by the players. Babaioff et. al. [5] provides a generic transformation that takes any monotone allocation rule and outputs a mechanism which is truthful and individually rational. We can use this generic transformation to design the mechanism in our setting. We first provide the definition of monotonicity in our setting. 
where A i (ĉ i ,ĉ −i ) is number of tasks given to the i th worker with bidsĉ i andĉ −i
Since there is randomization in our mechanism (due to learned qualities), we also define relevant weaker notions of truthfulness, individual rationality and monotonicity. Note that, the allocation and payment rule will also depend on success realizations. Definition 5.5 (Ex-Post Incentive Compatibility) We say that a mechanism is ex-post incentive compatible if all the bidders are truthful for every success realization irrespective of the bids of other workers,
n×T Definition 5.6 (Universally Ex-Post Individual Rationality) We say that a mechanism is universally ex-post individual rational if for every success realization, truth telling does not give negative utility to any player corresponding to any bids of other players,
n×T Definition 5.7 (Ex-Post Monotone Allocation Rule) If the allocation rule is monotone with respect to every success realization then we say that it is ex-post monotone.
Based on the above preliminaries for truthful implementation of a MAB algorithm, we now present the strategic version of CCB-NS algorithm which we call, the CCB-S algorithm.
The CCB-S Algorithm
As we have seen in previous section, we need monotonicity of an allocation rule for truthful implementation. In CCB-NS, if selected set S t in step 6 does not satisfy constraint withq − , in step 8, we add agents to satisfy constraint. This step does not consider strategic costs and thus leads to violation of monotonicity. Hence, we design a new algorithm which achieves the necessary monotonicity.
In order to ensure truthfulness, we modify the CCB-NS algorithm to select a complete set of workers if the constraint is not satisfied with respect to the lower confidence bound. We then show that the allocation rule given by the algorithm is ex-post monotone and thus one can design a payment rule so as to ensure the truthfulness. Thus, we can apply results from [5] to achieve an expost incentive compatible and expost individual rational mechanism. Before going to the formal analysis of CCB-S algorithm, we first formally present an important result in [5] in our setting:
ALGORITHM 2: CCB-S Algorithm
Input: Parameter α, number of tasks T , set of workers N , confidence level µ Output: Labeler selection set S t , Labelŷ t for task t 1 ∀i ∈ N ,q 
Observe true label y t
Break \\Goto Step 15 15 for t = t * + 1 to T do 16 S t = S t * ,ŷ t = AGGREGATE(S t ) \\Exploit AGGREGATE function aggregates the noisy labelsỹ s and outputs a predicted outcomeŷ.
Theorem 5.1 [5] Consider the stochastic MAB mechanism design problem. Let A be a stochastically monotone (resp., ex-post monotone) MAB allocation rule. There exists a transformation such that the mechanism M obtained by applying transformation on allocation rule A satisfy the following properties: (a) M is stochastically truthful (resp., ex-post truthful), ex-post nopositive-transfers, and universally ex-post individually rational. (b) For each success realization, the difference in expected welfare between A and M is at most γn where 0 < γ < 1 is the parameter provided to the transformation.
The allocation induced by the CCB-S algorithm is denoted by A CCB−S . A mechanism M CCB−S = {Ã CCB−S , P CCB−S } is called a CCB-S mechanism when the allocation ruleÃ CCB−S is the transformation of A CCB−S given by [5] and the payment rule is given in [5] . We now present a game theoretic analysis of the mechanism M CCB−S .
Analysis of M

CCB−S
Note that the randomness is coming due to the qualities that are being learned. The results from [5] says that in order to design an ex-post incentive compatible and ex-post individual rational mechanism, it is enough to design an ex-post monotone allocation rule. Thus, we will show that our algorithm achieves ex-post monotonicity and hence using tools from [5] , we can achieve an ex-post truthful and ex-post individual rational mechanism (Theorem 5.1).
Since the algorithm turns to be exploration separated, one natural way to ensure truthfulness is to apply the classical VCG mechanism. We cannot apply VCG payment scheme in this algorithm as computing VCG payments requires computation of an allocation rule in absence of worker i which cannot be determined by the algorithm since learning stops after computing the optimal set. Theorem 5.2 Allocation rule given by the CCB-S algorithm (A CCB−S ) is ex-post monotone.
Proof: For notation brevity, let us denote A CCB−S by A. In order to prove monotonicity, we need to prove the following:
Since task t = 1 is given to all the workers irrespective of their bids, we have
Let t be the largest time step such that, ∀j, A
j (c i , c −i ) = t − 1 (Exploration round withĉ i and c i ). And ∃i such that,
Since other costs and quality estimates are the same, this can happen only when in one case worker i is selected, while in other case worker i is not selected. Let the two sets selected with c i andĉ i be S(c i ) and S(ĉ i ) respectively. Since the optimization problem involves cost minimization and quality updates are the same, we have,
Since i / ∈ S(ĉ i ), selected set S(ĉ i ) satisfies the lower confidence bound too (exploitation round with bidĉ i ) and thus for the rest of the tasks, only S(ĉ i ) is selected and thus we have,
We denote the mechanism M CCB−S = (A CCB−S , P CCB−S ). As given by Theorem 5.1, P CCB−S can be derived by applying the transformation given in [5] . Thus, we obtain the following corollary: One can apply transformation presented in [5] which takes any ex-post monotone allocation rule as input and outputs a randomized mechanism which is ex-post incentive compatible and universally ex-post individually rational.
Regret Analysis
The proposed algorithm is adaptive exploration separated and the number of exploration steps is decided based on how learning progresses. We will show that t * returned by Step 11 of algorithm is bounded by
, there is no set S which satisfies the constraint with respect to upper confidence bound and its cost is less then the optimal cost. Moreover, after l = 2 (h −1 (∆)) 2 ln( 2n µ ), we have f S * (q − ) < α with probability 1 − µ.
number of uniform exploration rounds, 1. for all sets S = S * , f S (q) > α =⇒ f S (q + ) > α with probability 1 − µ 2. f S * (q − ) < α with probability 1 − µ Proof:
• Similarly, ∀S ⊆ N , |f
As a result of lemmata 4.1 and 5.1, we have the following theorem which gives us the bound on number of non-optimal rounds: Theorem 5.4 Number of non-optimal rounds by the CCB-S algorithm is bounded by 2 (h −1 (∆)) 2 ln( 2n µ ) with probability 1 − µ.
Proof:
• From Lemma 4.1, the CCB-S exploitation rounds are optimal rounds
• From Lemma 5.1, the number of exploration rounds is bounded by 2 (h −1 (∆)) 2 ln( 2n µ ) with probability 1 − µ.
Remark : The algorithm CCB-S turns out to be an exploration separated algorithm where the number of exploration steps is adaptive unlike the algorithms presented in [13, 17] and bounds on the number of exploration steps depend on the parameters ∆ and µ.
Thus, we have the following Corollary that follows from Theorem 5.4:
Corollary 5.5 The total expected regret is bounded by This dependence on ∆ arises, because we are trying to satisfy the constraint with respect to the lower confidence bound.
Discussion
High Cost of exploration
Selecting all workers in exploration step if constraint is not satisfied with lower confidence bound, might result in very high cost of exploration if there are huge number of workers. All the workers are required to be explored to ensure truthfulness however, if costs are public knowledge or if we assume that workers bid their true cost, then instead of selecting all the workers, one may add random minimal workers from set N \ S t in each round till the constraint with lower confidence bound is satisfied. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2 which is a slight modification of Algorithm 1 where instead of selecting all the workers in exploration rounds, minimal set satisfying the constraint with lower confidence bound is selected. This might result in increase in number of bad rounds by at most a factor of n since learning will be slow but then each bad round would incur less cost as compared to the one in strategic case since much lesser number of workers needs to be selected if qualities are high enough.
Comparison with CUCB algorithm [11]
Though our setting deals with combinatorial arms similar to [11] , AAB framework is different as hard constraint needs to be satisfied at every round as oppose to traditional combinatorial MAB setting. As noted earlier, monotonicity and bounded smoothness properties are considered by Chen et al. for the reward function. Since the learning parameters are coming in the constraint in our setting, we have considered these assumptions on the constraint function. The CUCB acheives regret which is proportional to ln T . In particular, the regret of CUCB algorithm is given by O( where r is the reward function and S B is the set of all non-optimal subsets. h is the monotone continuous function, such that, max i |q i − q i | < δ =⇒ |r S (q) − r S (q )| < h(δ)
As can be seen, again h function on the constraint in our setting is similar to the h function in the reward function. Thus, our regret expression looks similar to the one given in [11] .
Summary and Future Work
Motivated by the need for a mechanism where worker qualities are not known a priori and their costs are private information, we considered the problem of selecting an optimal subset of workers to work on the same task so that the outcome obtained from aggregating labels from the selected workers attains a minimum accuracy level. We proposed a novel framework Assured Accuracy Bandit (AAB) in this setting and developed an algorithm Strategic Constrained Confidence Bound (CCB-S) for the same which also leads to an ex-post incentive compatible and ex-post individually rational mechanism. The mechanism presented is unique in that it learns qualities of strategic workers who have costs as private information. We have provided bounds on exploration steps for a given problem instance that depends on the target accuracy and true qualities.
The optimization problem involved is a hard problem to solve. The algorithm works well when the number of workers is small enough and qualities are high enough. For uniform costs, one can solve the optimization problem greedily and since it is not strategic, instead of selecting all workers, one can select a minimal set to satisfy the constraint in the exploration phase.
The algorithm is currently exploration separated in order to achieve ex-post monotonicity. One can investigate existence of other algorithms satisfying desirable mechanism properties with lower regret. It would be interesting to provide a lower bound on regret in this setting. Currently, the proposed monotonic constraint is stiffer than the desirable constraint. It would be nice to see if the constraint can be relaxed closer to the actual one. Currently, we are using majority voting rule, one can also use different other rules to aggregate crowd answers like weighted majority voting. The challenge in such a setting is to come up with such rules taking into account the fact that qualities are not known a priori.
